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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Tillie Konen and Edward Evenson on November 23, 1955 (Acc. 552).

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Tillie Konen and Edward Evenson Interview (SC 552), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Tillie (Evenson) Konen and Edward Evenson, children of Christen (1856-1936) and Joren (1854-1931) Evenson, Norwegian immigrants from Sigdal, Norway. They arrived at Fergus Falls, Minn. in the early 1880s, where Christen worked as a farm laborer. The family later moved to Cass County, N.D. Tillie married Nick Konen, Fargo, N.D. taxicab company owner.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Typed original and corrected copy of an interview by Leonard Sackett with Tillie (Evenson) Konen and Edward Evenson. Interview concerning their parents leaving Norway, the site of the Grandin elevator where their father built a barn, Edward's loan to his father for the purchase of farmland, working on the Brown Farm and the Schow farm, the accidental death of their brother Theodore in 1885, and flooding of the family farm. Also includes letter of transmittal.

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Typed original and corrected copy of an interview by Leonard Sackett with Tillie (Evenson) Konen and Edward Evenson. Interview concerning their parents leaving Norway, the site of the Grandin elevator where their father built a barn, Edward's loan to his father for the purchase of farmland, working on the Brown Farm and the Schow farm, the accidental death of their brother Theodore in 1885, and flooding of the family farm. Also includes letter of transmittal.